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FOREWORD

.
The public school teacher supply and demand situation is mixed in fall 1980. Some
types of assignments continue to be adequately supplied while others are experienci ig severe shortages. The evidence strongly suggests that the assignments in lowest
supply have become so largely because jobs in teaching are not nearly as attractive
as Other jobs open to graduates qualified to enter these positions.

Long-range trends are pointing again towards an outlook for general shortages of
qualified teachers in the late 1980's. As a reflection of the annual decreases in the
numbers born in the early and middle 1960's, the numbers reaching the traditional
age of college graduation will decline in the middle and late 1980's. Asa reflection of
the upturn in the number of annual births beginning in the late 1910's, the number
of children to be enrolled in elementary schools will increase by the middle and late
1980's. However, the supply of qualified teachers is being reduced also by the recent
deteriorations in the attractiveness of starting salaries, career salaries, and working
conditions for teachers. If this trend is not reversed soon, there is an increasing
probability of severe shortages for qualified teachers in the late 1980's because fewer

of those prepared to teach will elect to enter teaching, a smaller proportion of
graduates will have elected to prepare to teach, and larger proportions of present
teachers may find attractive employment outside of teaching when the general
oversupply of college graduates begins to fall in the late 1980's.

A

The immediate and long-term outlook for teacbei supply and demand is becoming
extremely clouded beginning in fall 1981 as a result of significant reductions in the
level of financial support for public education. Widespread and deep-cutting reductions in staff already being reported for fall 1981 are likely to increase the numbers
of qualified teachers seeking employment while further demoralizing many teachers
who may continue their employment under less auspicious financial circumstances,

The factors influencing teacher supply and demand are complex. We hope this
Memo will provide many of the facts needed to assess the severity of supply-demand
problems and to_evaluate various avenues toward improving the adequacy of the
numbers of highly qualified professionals seeking to fill teaching jobs throughout
the nation for years to come.

This, the 33rd annual study of teacher supply and demand, has been prepared with
invaluable assistance from persons in colleges and universities and in state depart'bents of education who supplied most of the basic data. This Memo was prepared
by William S. Graybeal, Research Specialist, with assistance from Nancy Chow,

Conipther Applications Programmer (who programmed the computer and processed the data), Ruth Jones and Frieda Morgan, Statistical Assistants (who
compiled data about numbers of beginning teachers employed), Gloria Brantley,
Office Assistant, (who handled most of the mailing and logging in of questionnaires), and members of the NBA Data Processing and NEA Research Editorial
and CopY Preparation staff, whose essential supporting services assured timely
release of this publication,

i

Peg J, Jones

Acting Director
June 1981

NE A Research
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NEA Research Memo

June 1981

TEACHER SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1980
0

The supply of graduates completing preparation to enter teaching in 1980 (159,485
graduates) is smaller by 2.4 percent than the number reported for 1979. This is the eighth
conse itive year that the number completing preparation to enter teaching has decreased
from the all-time high of 317,254 in 1972.
II

The 534,125 beginning teachers needed to raise the quality of public school programs and

staffing in fall 1980 to minimum levels is 414,875 more beginning teachers than are
available from the 1980 graduating class of prospective teachers.
The number of prospective teachers from the 1980 graduating class seeking teaching
positions (119,250 persons) exceeds by 47,825the number of teaching positions actually
open to them (71,425 positions).
Employment in teaching positions in the fall following graduation is reported for 54.2
percent of the 1979 graduates prepared to enter teaching. Seventeen years ago employment in teaching positions was reported for, 74.4 percent of 1962_graduates completing
preparation to enter teaching.

Despite the ample total supply of teachers, widespread shortages are continuing for
teachers in assignments listed below,as being least adequately supplied.'
Teaching assignments in which the supply is least adequate are mathematics, natural and
physical sciences, agriculture, special education, industrial arts, distributive education,
and vocational-technical subjects. Assignments in which the supply is most adequate are

social sciences, physicalind health education, an, and music.
Deterioration in the attractiveness of teaching jobs has been a major cause of shortages in
assignments having the least adequate supply.
The number of job openings for elementary school teachers will increase for several years
beginning in 1983-84. As a result, employment prospects for elementary school teachers
are likely to improve in the mid-1980's.

Statistical information about the supply and demand for public school teachers in
1980 has been collected by NEA Research from institutions that prepare persons for
entry into teaching and from state departments of education. The continuing assistance of these institutions, state education agencies, and state education associations
has made, possible this thirty-third annual study.

See page 17 for definitions of terms used in this study.
,
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Supply of Beginning Teachers
During the 1979-80 session es ery institution that

prepares persons for meeting the minimum certifi-

cation requirements for initial entry into public
school caching was asked to report the number of
graduates completing preparation to cnter teaching.

Thc institutions were asked to supply both the
actual number graduating in 1979 and the number
expected to graduate in 1980. Included are all graduates with at least a bachelor's degree completing
minimum requirements for teacher certification for
the first timc.
The estimated total numbcr of graduates completing preparation to enter assignments in elementary, secondary, or special education classrooms is
159,485 in 1980,- a decreasc of 2.4 percent from the
163,443 griduates actually reported for 1979. It is

lower by 49.7 percent than the all -time high of
317,254 graduates completing preparation to enter
teaching in 1972.

Thc total number completing preparation to
enter teaching in 1980 (excluding persons prepared

to enter library science positions) represents 15.7
percent of the estimated total number of graduates
receiving the bachelor's and first professional
degree. Between.] 960 and 1972 the numbers of grad-

uates completing -preparation to enter teaching
(including library science) represented between 33.5

percent and 36.3 percent of the total number of
graduates receiving the bachelor's and first professional degree.

The total number completing preparation for
entry into elementary school assignments in 1980
(61,586 graduates) is 2.4 percent lower than the
number completing similar preparation in 1979
(63,099). This is the eighth year that the number
completing preparation for entering elementary
school assignments has been lower than the all-time
high of 128,613 graduates reported in 1972.

The total numbcr completing preparation to
cntcr teaching in secondary school assignments in
1980 is 74,993 graduates (down 4.1 percent from the

and is more than five,times the number reported 14
ycars ago (4380 graduates were reported in 1966).
Each winter institutions are requested to esti-

mate how many students will graduate with minimum cert:fication qualifications for entering public
school teaching at the end of the current academic
ycar, the actual number graduatingvvith these qualifications the precious year, and placement informa-

tion for those graduated the previous year. The
number of graduates reported in the annual summary is a compilation of the estimates for the year of

the survey. During the past 10 ycars the actual
number of graduates reported one year after the
estimates for a given year has ranged from 7.2 percent below to 2.1 percent above the estimates pub-

lished, with a median of 5.5 percent below the
estimates.

.

The estimated numbers of students graduating
with minimum certification qualifications in 1980
arc lower than the similarly estimated numbers for
1979 by 6.0 peicern for persons prepared for elemen-

tary school assignments; 10.8 percent, secondary;
1.7 percent, special education; and 7_8 percent for
the total numbers prepared to enter teaching. This
downward adjustment by at least 100 graduates
occurred in 27 states; only 4 states had an upward
adjustment of 100 or more graduates.
The statistics obtained through this survey
procedure may be conservative estimates of the
number of graduates completing minimum certifi-

cation requirements because
No estimates are included for the few small

institutions that did not respond to the
annual survey.

The reports of some universities reflect only
their schools of cducation (graduates of liberal arts and some professional schools meeting minimum requirements for teacher
certification are not reported).
The survey questionnaire may hot have been
sent to some institutions that have graduates
meeting minimum certification requirements.

78,21kreported Cor_197_9).._This is the ninth year that

the numbers completing preparation for entry at the
secondary level have been lower than thz all-time
high of 174,759 reportcd in 1971. .

A recent American Council on Education survey
of a sample of teacher education institutions, which
used essentially the same definitions as the present

Thc number completing preparation to enter

study, estimated that approximately 20 percent

teaching in special education assignments at cither
the elementary or secondary school level is 22,906
graduates in 1980, an increase of 3.5 perccnt from
the 22,128 graduates completing similar preparation in 1979. Thc number in the 1980 class completing preparation in special education is three times
the number completing this type of preparation 11
ycars ago (7,845 graduates were reported in 1969)

more graduates were prepared to enter teaching in
1978 and 29 percent more in 1979 than were
. reported in the NEA Research publications. On the
other hand, periodic National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) studies of samples of all college
graduates found that the numbers of graduates who

were aware that they met minimum certification
requirements for teaching werc the same as the NEA

I

#
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Research estimate in 1972. 2 percent higher in 1975.
and 4 percent lower than the NEA estimate in 1977.
Aboift 1 teacher-education graduate in 4 is male
(25.8 percent) in 1980, this is slightly lower than the
percents reported between 1963-64 and 1976-77, but

graduates. attractiseness of working conditions in
teaching positions compared to that of other jobs

is considerably below the _.6.2 to 44.2 percent

time and resource:, in applying fora scarce position_ vacancy.

reported between 1951-52 and 1961-62. The propor-

open to qualified graduates. and the extent that
publicity about the job shortage for teachers may
reduce the numbers of graduates willing to invest

tion of all public school teachers who are male is

The percent of qualified graduates obtaining

32.5 percent in 1980-81, was 32.7 percent in 1979-80,

teaching positions during a period of genet-Al shortages of qualified teachers pros ides a useful base for
estimating the percent of present graduates
expected to seek teaching positions if working conditions and salaries are reasonably attractive. This
estimate is likely to be conservative because even
during the period of general shortages. the supply of

and ranged between 33.2 and 33.8 percent between
1969-70 and 1978-79. The percent of all teachers

who are male was 24.6 percent in 1953-54, 31.1,
percent in 1963-64, and 33.8 percent in 1973-74..
The states differ in the total number of graduates

completing preparation to enter regular teaching
assignments and in the percent change over the past
year in the number completing preparation to teach.
The numbers completing preparation in 1980 range

from 131 in Alaska to 11,997 in Texas. Thirteen
states report fewer than 1.000 graduates completing
preparation to enter teaching and three states report
10.000 or more. Six states report an increase of at
least 5 percent in the number of graduates prepared
to teach in 1980 os er the number in 1979 (Alabama,

California, Delaware, South Dakota, Utah, and
West Virginia), and seven states report a decrease of
at least 10 percent over this period (Alaska, District

of Columbia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Michigan, New
Mexico, and New York).
Proportion of Graduates Applying for Jobs
Table I (column 2) shows the estimated number of
graduates completing preparation to teach in each
major assignment classification in public schools
based upon an assumption that the distribution of
graduates among assignments is the same in 1980 as
was reported in the American Council on Education
study entitled Nest /.1 Qualed Elementary and
Secondary School Teachers, 1977-78 and 1978-79

(issued February 1980). It should be noted that the
numbcr reported for a given assignment classifica-

tion may be a minimum estimate because many
graduates have completed preparation to enter
more than one assignment. The institutions report
each graduate only once and arbitrarily assign a
classification to each graduate who has multiple

applicants exceeded the number of openings in
some assignment areas (notably in social studies.
which affects a significant number of graduates prepared to teach) and follow-up information was not
available for 10 percent of the graduates (some may

have found teaching positions withotit notifying
their college placement office). Also. depending
upon the current effects of the a bore factors, projections from this base may be higher or lower than the
actual percents of qualified graduates actively seeking teaching positions.
A recent NCES study of bachelor's- or master'sdegree graduates indicates that only 77.0 percent of
those completing, minimum requirements for
teacher certification in 1976-77 applied for a teaching posit ion. A similar 1974-75 study reveals that the

average annual salary of bachelor's-degree graduates employed as teachers (58,300) was lower than
all but one of the 17 occupational groupings into
which data were summarized and was far below the
oserall average salary of $9,400. This suggests that
for man) graduates the decision to apply fora teaching position may be second choice and may follow
an unsuccessful bid for other employment. An addi-

tional "supply" of qualified applicants may be
expected to seek teaching positions actively if
teachers' salaries become more competitive with
those in other occupations entered by new college
graduates.
Recent deterioration in atttactis cness of salaries

for beginning teachers is evident when average

assignment options.
Typically, many persons completing prepara
Lion to enter public school teaching do not obtain
positions during the subsequent year. The unmca
sured and interrelated effects of many factors make
it impossible to estimate the precise number ;rho
will actively seek employment in teaching imme-

beginning salaries for public school teachers with
Lachelorl degree are compared with average salary
offers made by private industry to college graduates
with a bachelor's degree (as published in the Endicott* reports). In 1980-81 the as crap: starting salary
of public school teachers with a bachelor's degree is

diately after graduation. Some of these factors

Annual reports of Frank S. Endicott, Director of
Placement Cmeritus, Northwestern University, Evan-

include the economic status of teaching jobs com- ,
pared to that of other positions open to qualified:

stoii,-111,

s

,
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$1 1.708, which is 1.ower than the average salary offer

schools is 71.5 percent. In 1962 immediate employ-

made by approximately 200 companies to

ment in teaching positions was reported for 69.2

bachelor's-degree graduates in eery one of the 10
subject fields. Beginning salaries ranged from

percent of graduates prepared to teach in secondary
school assignments, and an additional 1.5 percent
were seeking teaching jobs.
The job application rate estimated forgraduates
prepared to teach in special education assignments

$13,296 to $20.136 for June 1980 bachelor's-degree
graduates among these 10 subject groupings.
The index relationship of the average 1980 starting salary offered by private industry to that offered
to beginning school teachers ranges from 172.0 for
engineering graduates to 113.6 for liberal arts graduates. The index relationship of average salaries in

is the overall average ,(77.0 percent) of the rates
estimated for elementary and secondary levels.
The job application rates estimated for 1980 may
be higher than the. actual rates (particularly in such"

all nine fields having data reported is higher In

assignment areas as industrial arts, agriculture,

1980-81 than in 1975-76 (the earliest year for which
comparable Wary offer information in the Endicott
surveys is available). The net result is that the 1980

mathematics, and the sciences) as1 result of gradu-

salaries of beginning teachers are less competitive
than they were in 1975.
Survey reports and news releases about unusually severe shortages of teachers in mathematics,
agriculture. sciences, industrial arts, and other
vocational. - technical areas point to low salaries in
teaching (compared to o,her employ ment available
to teacher education graduates) as a primary factor
in reducing both the supply and the quality of the
supply of graduates applying for teaching jobs in
these assignments. In two states over 25 percent of

improvement in the job market for college graduates in other occupations. On the other hand, the
esti inated rates may be conservative as an outcome
ontinuing reaction to the annual teacher surplus,
such as the increased screening of students who are
preparing to teach, increased student awareness of
the tight job market for teachers. and greater com-

the graduates prepared to teach industrial arts

seeking teaching jobs during six of the past nine
years. Although the number of these earlier graduates who were unable to locate an attractive teach-

entered jobs outside of teaching. Another survey
reports that only 52.0 percent of the 1980 graduates

ates' awareness of the recent deterioration in
teachers,' salaries, plus the evidence of some

mitment to teaching as a career among present
graduates.
The number of jobs open to beginning teachers
has been about half that of the number ofgraduates

prepared .to teach vocational agriculture entered
teaching in this assignment and that this is lower
than the entry rates reported for all but two (1970,
and 1971) of the past 15 years. Also, this survey
reports that in eight states fewer than 40 percent of
the qualified 1980 graduates entered vocational
agriculturg teaching assignments. The average
salary offered by private industry to bachelor's -

ing position immediately after graduation and who
are now seeking jobs as beginning teachers cannot

degree graduates in June 1980 in mathematics

that the actual number of qualified prospective

($17,604) is higher thatMe average 1980-81 salary
paid to-all teachers in eatii of 35 states. In 1975 this

beginning teachers is greater than the number estimated through use of the entry rates listed above for
the 1980 graduating class.

average salary offer was higher than the average
salary paid to teachers in each of .20 states.
The number of graduates seeking employment
in teaching in fall 1980 when attractive positions
__were a_vailable is shown-in Table 1_(column 3). The

application rate for teaching jobs estimated for
graduates prepared to teach at the elementary_
school In el is 84.5 percent. In 1958 when entry rates
were near their peak and follow-up information was

reported for a very high proportion of graduates
prepared to enter teaching, 83.3 percent of those

be estimated accurately, evidence suggests that
about one-fifth of beginning teacheri come from
this status. Many,of these have now completed grad-

uate preparation and;or have had expeiienee as
substitute teachers. The presence of at least some
qualified applicants from this source makes it likely

Supply of Qualified Former Teachers
-- --Some teachers who have left their positions may

--

_

be expected to return to teaching. In addition to
those having !caves of absence, a significant number
want to return to the classroom following an interruption related to educational, family, health,

and/or personal interests.

prepared for elementary school assignments entered

The U.S. Bureau of the Census estimates that the

teaching positions immediately after graduation,

number of elementary and secondary school

and an additional 1.7 percent were seeking teaching
jobs. The job application rate similar,ly estimated

teachers in the labor reserve who had completed at
least four years of college was 340,460 in 1960 and
523,140 in 1970. Assuming that thC same percents of

for graduates prepared to teach in secondary

3

1
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the teaching staff during thc preceding 10 -year
period have entered the labor reserve, this supply
probably his grown to 660.000 persons in fall 1980.
,(In addition to the number of tcachers estimated in
'the labor reserve in 1970 were about 29,200 unem.
played experienced tcachers between the ages of 20
and 64).
.

The number of former teachers who may be
expected to seek active employment is difficult to
estimate. The number" of former teachers w ho reentered teaching in 1960-61 represented 18.3 percent

(*the pool of elementary-secondary teachers in the
labor reserve 'in 1960. Applying this percentage to

_
objectives. The total demand derived from the
accumulation of the components is a general estimate because (a) the statistical data underlying the

estimates are not precise, (b) the estimates are
intended to be conservative, and (c) teachers displaced by achievement of one demand category
would qualify for placCmcirt in, pbsitions-opcnTed by
a different demand category.
The number of teachers needed to attain a min:mum level of duality, in public education would be
much larger if it included the staff-size implications
of other desirable changes in programs and services.

such as the following:

the 660,000 pCrsons estimated in this pool in 1980, at
least 120,700 experienced former teachers having a
minimum of a bachelor's degree may be assumed to
have been seeking employment in public schools in
fall 1980 if attractive positions were available, pro b-

Providing experiences to develop literacy and
minimum competence among those who have
reached the, upper grade levels or who have
left the schools without attaining basic
!earnings.

ably two-thirds (80,400) of these at the elementary
school level.

introducing programs to ensure the con-

0

-,,

tinued enrollment of the dropout-prone students enrolled in the lower grades and the

Demand for New Teachers

estimated 970,000 persons aged 10-17,or the
1.4 million persons aged 18-19 who have not

The demand for new teachers may be viewed

from two lierspectives: the number of teachers

.

needed and the number of teaching positions that
will be filled. Both types of estimates are valuable in
planning for continued improvements in the quality
of public schools. These estimates show the labor
implications of long-term goals for school improvement and the extent to which qualified personnel is
mailable to support immediate steps to improve the
quality of education.
.
Inc number of teachers neede,'(Quality Criterion Estimate of Demand) shows the demand for
enough teachers to attain a minimum level of quality without consideration of obstacles to attaining
this stand.rd immediately. The number of teaching
positions that will be filled (Adjusted Trend Criterion Estimate of Demand) shows the demand for

enough teachers to continue the recent annual
trends toward improvement in the quality of school
.
programs and services.

graduated from high school and are not currently enrolled in school.
Providing more specialists to give individualized instruction to children with unique problems in mastering basic 'earnings and skills.

Impio" ving the extent and type of in-service
professional growth programs for teachers
(sabbatical and educational leaves, released
time to confer with others who have comparable assignments. released time to participate

in short courses directed to specific needs.
etc.).

Providing more opportunity for releasing
.

some teachers part fink to explore improved
instructional methods and materials.

The components of the Quality Criterion Estimate
of Demand may be expanded to include the above

considerations relating to high quality in public
school programs and services after statistical estimates of current and desirable status are available.

Demand for Minimum Quality

..

Enrollment and Staff Ratio ChangesNCES
Table 2 (see p. 18) summarizes the number of
new teachers needed to staff programs and services

if the quality of public schools were immediateI
raised to minimum levels. The estimate -based
upon several characteristics of quality in publiCedu
cation for which some statistical estimates of current status are available dots not necessarily
reflect but is consistent with official NEA policy or

projected that in fall 1980 the number of full-time
and part-time public school teachers decreased by
28,000. Ikfall 1980 NEA ReseatCh estimates that
the number of elementary public school teachers
decreased by 8,706 and the number of secondary
school teachers decreased by 936 from the number'
employed in 1979-80 (making a total decrease of

9.642 in fall 1980). These estimates indicate the

9
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1980-81 session is providing employment for
1.192',131 elementary and 1,001,794 secondary

Temporary Riplacsmentof Teachers with Substandard Qualifications -'In the absence of valid

teachers, a total of 2193,925 teachers in public

statistics on the number of currently employed

schools.

teachers without minimum teaching qualifications,
the minimum educational requirement for qualified

An average of the NCES projection and the
NEA Research compilation of state estimates of
change in the number of teachers is .used. in the
remainder of this Research Memo to indicate the
number of new teachers to be employed for positions related to enrollment changes and normal staff
ratio impovements in public schools. Because'bome
positions included will be used to improve the qual-

ity of public school programs and services, this
demand component may overlap a small part of the
demand for new teachers needed to improve specific

teachers is assumed to be the completion of the
bachelor's degree. Special circumstances supporting

the continued employment of those without -a
bachelor's degree reduce the validity of the estimate

of the number who should be replaced. Also, the
replacement of those teachers who lack only one or
two years of college may only be on a short-term
basis while they return to school to complete their
degree.

Data from a sample survey of public schdol

aspects of educational quality estimated in other
components of the Quality Criterion Estimate of

teachers show that 0,4 percent of elementary and 0.6
percent of secondary teachers in 1979-80 lacked the

Demand.

bachelor's degree. it is assumed that 20 percent of
those without the degree will have either resigned or
completed degree requirements during the 1979-80

Teacher Turnover The decreasing rates of
voluntary separation from act iv e employment prob-

ably stem from an increased awareness of the difficulties in securing employntent following an

interruption in service. On the xl3er hand, many
who would like .to continue to teach following a
move .to a new location may not be able to secure
employment readily. Studies of teacher turnover
6

,

made by NCES and the sampling data collected by
NEA Research indicate tioi probably 130,000 positions were opened to new,-teachers in fall 1980 by the
separation (for at least one year) of 5.9 percent of the
teachers employed in the 1979-80 session.
A relatively low estimate of the turnover rate is
used again this year despite ,(a) steady growth in the
proportions of teachers expressing low morale and

(b) higher turnover rates reported in some locales.

Apparently, the continuing tight job market for
college giaduates along with an abundant supply of

teachers for attractive teaching jobs are limiting
teacher mobility and turnover. No recent national
estimates are available, but state departments of

education in Delaware, Illinois, and Michigan..
report reductions in teacher turnover rates during
the 1970's (ranging between 10 and 12 percent in
1973-74 and between 7.5 and 9.5 percent in 1977-

78), A study of job survival rates of beginning
teachers in the St. Louis metropolitan area shows a

smaller proportion lePving teaching each year
between 1968 and 1976. The numbers of beginning
teacheis reported by states supplying teacher

session, resulting in an estimates' 8,050 teachers
without a bichelor's degree who should be replaced
in fall 1980 (for at least a short term) by qualified
teachers.
a
Reduction of Overcrowded Classe,s!`A nationwide 1979-80 NEA Research_survey of a sample of
public school teachers provides an estimate of the
distribution of teachers by their average class size.
These percentage distributions, applied to the total
number of teachers employed-in 1979-80 to estimate
how many may have been assigned extremely large
daises, indicate that 303,700 additional teachers are
needed.in fall 1980 to reduce maximum class size to

24' pupils. The number of assignments in which
larger numbers of students than indicated by this
standard may be acceptable probably is more than
offset by the number of assignments in which the
class size should be far smaller than this maximum.
The most productive approach to improving the

quality of public education probably would be,to
achieve the staff requirements of this demand component. The problems most frequently encountered
by teachers direCtly relate to oversize classes. Also,
for many instructional objectives and assignments
class size makes a significant difference_in the quality and effecqveness of instruction.

Larger Numbers Enrolled in Special
EducationAt lertst58;000 additional teachers arc

increased. Also. in the annual N EA Research survey
of a sample of public school teachers, the percent or

needed to provide special education for all schoolage children whO require it. An estimate of 64,000
added positions to be filled in 1978-79 is reported by
the Office of Special Education, U.S. Department
of Eduqation, along with an expectation that there

teachers who are beginning teachers has not

would be a net gain of 6,000 positions filled in

increased.

1979-80.

demand data for the present study have not

4,'
..

1

ties." The Office of Special Education reported the
areas of largest need were for teachers_of emotion-

ally "disturbed, learning disabled, and mentally
retarded children.

-

At least .30,000 new teachers are need d to

Special,edueation includes the services required
for "all children with physical, mental, or emotional
impairments that are severe enough so that these
children need special educational services to achieve
an educational level consistent with their basic abili-
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enlarge the scope of secondary school offerin s. In

1979-80 more than 3,100 systems r

d the

absence of fine arts, Nocational ed ucation, industrial

arts and, or a work-study program. Providing two
teachers for .each of these programs alone would
_require more than 25,000 new teachers. It is not
known how many new teachers are needed to reinstate additional school offeiings cut back for financial reasons.

'4
Larger Numbers Enrolled in Kindergarten and
Nursery SchoolMinimally, 10,250 new .teachers
are needed to provide kindergarten fo'r the same

.

Actual Demand

proportion of five- and six - year -old children as the

The number of positionsabat will be filled by

proportion of seven-year-olds now enrolled in
.

school. This does not include the number of new
teachers needed to replace present kindergarten
teachers with substandard qualifications, to replace
present kindergarten teachers who interrupt or ter-

Reduction in the Number of Misassigned

be increased.

TeachersAt least 51,100 new teachers are needed
to reduce the impact of the misassignment of elementary and secondary school teachers. A 1975-76
study shows that 4.3 percent of elementary and 7.8
percent of secondary teachers that year were teach-

Demand for Begihning and for
Reentering Teachers

The preceding estimates have been directed to
the demand for new ,teachers. A new teacher is a
person entering or reentering active status who was

ing full time in an assignment different from their
major field of preparation. In 1979-80 these rates are
estimated to haye fallen to 3.5 percent and 6.0 percent, respectively, and new teachers are needed to

allow the reassignment of half of the misassigned

not employed as a full-time teacher during the
preceding school year. A beginning teacher is a

teachers.

person entering active employment as a full-time

The improved supply of teachers should be
steadily decreasing this problem. However, the

teacher for the first time. Therefore, the demand for
new teachers is the sum of the demand for beginning
and the demand for reentering teachers.

.

The "mix" of beginning and experienced reentering teachers employed by local school systems
is influenced by such factors as the supply of begin-

ning teachers, financial constraints that may lead
the system to choose the least expensive applicants,

and characteristics of teachers who are continuing_L

Enlargement of __Schoo l OfferingsAt least

their employment. As a iesult, the demand for

31,000 new teachers are needed to enlarge elemen-

- beginning versus reentering teachers cannot be estimated with entAt accuracy.
'acher turnover and characteristics
Studies .
of employec - .chers (along with an expectation
that about h
. three job vacancies will be filled by

tary and secondary school offerings, which some
,systems have severely curtailed as a result of financial cutbacks. SOmetimes, instruction has not been
offered in subjects widely accepted as basic to public
education.

At least 1,000 elementary school teachers are
needed to enlarge offerings in the 1,000 school sys-1

tems reporting the absence of elementary school
instruction "Lthe fine arts in '1979-7

-11

beginning teachers) indicate that the number of
positions filled by unemployed experienced tcachers
in fall 1980 will eq ua 1 2.0 percent of the total number
of elementary teachers and 1.6 perccnt of the total
number?of secondary teachers in 1979-80.

I
i

employed last year. These are the first two components of the Quality Criterion Estimate summarized
above. Employment in teaching is virtually assured
for 111,500 new teachers in fall 1980(64,850 elementary, 46,650 secondary). If improved school staffing
were implemented, these numbers would, of course,

children were not enrolled in school.

above estimate is conservative because it does not
include 'the number of new teachers needed for the
reassignment of the more than 167,700 teachers
teaching at least half time but not full time in assignments outside their major fields of preparation.

1

created by enrolimdit-staff ratio trends and the
positions opened by the separation of teachers

minate their pare ers, or to improve the pupil-teacher
ratio. The U.S. Bureau of the Census estimates that
in fall 1979 more than 210,000 five- and six -year aid

L

I

new teachers in fall 1980 is the sum of thep_ositions___,__

1
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Applying these projected rates of reentry to the
total number of teachers in 1979-80, 24,025 former
elementary- and 16,050 former secondary teachers
will reenter active employment as teachers in fall
1980 following an interruption of at least one year.

would be available tc, ever teaching if salaries and
working conditions were improved.

- Supply and Demand by RegionThe percents

demand for beginning teachers. is supported by the

of teacher education graduates who entered teach-z
ing in the fall following graduation are one
don of the differences in supply-demand gonditions
among the states. However, because these percentages may be influenced by factors other than supply
and demand, tile differences must be treated in very
general terms.
Use of one rate of teacher turnover (applied to
the number of teachers) and the state change in the
total number of teachers employed makes it possible
to estimate the numbers of jobs that may be °peril to
beginning teachers in each state. Comparison of this
estimate of demand to the number of teacher education graduates in each state provides alt additional
estimate of the relative adequacy of the supply of
beginning teachers. These procedures provide two
widely differing estimates of the relative status of a
given state in the adequacy of its.suppiy of teacher
education graduates.

employment status of 1979 graduates completing
,preparation to enter teaching. -Among those for
whom follow-up information wa reported, 54.2 ,

teacher supply and demand by subject area and by
geographic region has_been released by the Associa-

percent_sedured teaching positions (58.8 percent of

tion of School, College nnd University Staffing

those prepared. for elementary;
0 percent, for
secondary; and 63.8 percent, for speCial education
assignments). Institutions reported the employment

(ASCUS). The overall rating of teacher supply ands

Teacher Supply Compared to De/mud
The preceding estimates (summarized in Table
3) show that in fall 1980 the supply of new teachers

_

exceeded the number of available positions by
111,500 but was smaller b_y 414,875 than the number

needed to raise school programs and services to
minimum quality levels. The number of 1980 gradu-

ates seeking positions was more than half-again
larger (167.0 percent) than the number of available
positiOns and was about one-fifth (22.3 percent) of

the number that would be open irthe quality of
school prograni and services had been raised to
minimum levels in fall 1980.
.
The conclusion that supply is larger titan

A summary of assessments of the status of

demand conditions in each. of nine geographic

status, as of November 1, 1979, of all graduates who

regions was reported for a sample of school administrators and a sample of college placement officers.

had completed preparation to enter teaching in

The opinions

ktiese two groups do not concur

1979. Reports were received from every state except

regarding the ran kings, of theSe regions in the ade,
California and Texas. lnformatiortwas reported for
quacy of the supply of teachers, with oneexeeption:
less than half of the graduates completing preparaboth groups rank the South-Central state:. as having
tion in Alaska, the District of Columbia, Florida,
the most severe shortages. The states in this region
New Hampshire, and Ncw Mexico. Overall, followinclude: Arkansas, Lousiana, Oklahoma, and
" up information was reported for 72.0 percent of the
Tekas.
1979 graduates prepared'to enter teaching.
EA Research survey of follow-up status of
A report of the percents of teacher education;; graduates prepared to teach found that the percenth_e_past 43
graduates entering teaching in ea
graduates
tage of graduates entering teaching jobs is higher in
_-.li . years.is:given in Table 4 -talifinn-7TThe percents
the Plains states (66.4 percent) than in other regions.

obtaining employment as teachers in 1979 are

Also, place-Malt officers ranked this region only

slightly higher than those during each of the preced-

s 1 igh tly below the South - Central

ing eight years but are considerably lov tr then the --h
s ortages. The Plains, states include: Iowa, Kansas,
levels observed before 1970.
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska North Dakota,
Table 4 (column 9) shows that =.1 near-iecord 11.6

p ht of 1979 graduates entered otOr gainful
cm,. dyment. Also", column 8 shows that teacher

education graduates seeking employment as
teachers i.t the November following graduation
declined to 5.9 percent in 1979. These trends,
,accompanying other evidence cited on page 19
about recent reductions in the attractiveness of
$.

salaries paid to beginning teachers, indicate that
larger proportions of teacher educatitnr-graduates

and South Dakota. Other states having a relatively
high proportion of graduates (63.0 percent or more)
reported to have entered teaching include: Arkan, sas, Indiana, Montana, Ncw Mexico, Oklahoma,
Washington, and West Virginia.
States in the Middle, Atlantic and Northeast or
New England regions are probably the most adequately supplied with prospective teachers. Placement success of stdcluates prepared to teach has

been tower in these regions than in others, and

ti
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higher education placement cfficcrs in the ASCUS
survey ranked thcse two regions among thc bottom

identification of the extent to which some assignment areas may be influenced morc severely than

three of nine geographic regions in severity of
tcachcr shortages. The states in thesc regions
include: Connecticut, Delaware, the District of

others by conditions that rcduce thc adequacy of the

estimatcd supply of prospective teachers (greater
attractiveness of jobs outside of teaching for graduates preparcd for the assignment, greatcr separation
rates among teachers in a given assignment, and/or

Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Ncw
Hampshire, New Jersey, Ncw York, Pennsylvania,
Rhodc Island, and Vermont.

inaccurate estimates of supply/demand resulting
from the samples of institutions and states included
in the studies leading to estimates of the distribution
of graduates or beginning teachers by assignment).
The opinions or these officers support the conclusion that most of the areas listed with the smallest

Supply and Demand by AssignmentSupply

and demand estimates for beginning teachers by
subject assignmcnt are listed in Table. i (columns 3
and 4). The supply for a gicon assignmcnt is 84.5
percent of the graduates prepared for elementarylevel assignments; 71.5 percent, for secondary-level
assignments; and 77.0 percent, for special education
assignments.Th_e demand for cach assignment is
estimated by apportioning the total demand_ for the
level in which the assignment is classified on the
basis of the percentage distribution of the number of
beginning teachers among these assignments
reported by 16 states last year.

ratio of supply to demand have the greatest shortages. The judgments of these officers point to the
additional areas of Agriculture and Industrial Arts
as having a less adequate supply of applicants than
is suggested by the numerical estimates.
.
Among the_assignment areas in which reasonably accurate. estimates can be made, the supplyis
least adequate in trade-industrial, agriculture,
industrial arts, mathematics, natural_ and physical
sciences, special education, and distributive
cducation.
.
_Subjects. or assignments in which the _supply
most widely exceeds aqual demand include social

Using tlfeassumption that thc proportion of
graduates sang teaching positions is the same for
all assignment areas, the ,supply of prospective
teachers from the 1980 class to fill jobs open to
beginning teachers in fall 1980 exceeded the demand

studies, physicaf and health education, art, and

in aji assignment area except mathematics: tradeiridlistrial-vocational-technical, and other secon-

music.

dary.subjeCts not identified.

_

Conditions Reported by StatesA special survey of state directors Of tcachcr education and certification was conducted last year (in spring 1980),to
obtain current state-by,state estimates about (a) the
general status of teacher supply and demand, (b) the,

.

The estimate of an undersupply of graduates
who were prepared to enter trade-industrial-_
vocational-technical and other secondary subject
.positions in secondary schools is of _questionable

.

,

accuracy because (a) teachers entering these assign-

change, If any, in the factors that influence supply

ments-may not come from thc currcnt graduating
class (i.e., work experience in the specific occupation or technology may be required), (b) the wide
'ariety of assignments in these categories makes it
difficult to identify which Ho rams of teacher preparation -;hould be enlarged, ts ) a relatively small
number of teachers are invoh ,r4n these assignment
areas (i.e., the open positions may be filled by a
small proportion of those graduates preparcd kr
,more than one assignment who havelieerdisted as
completing preparation for other assignments).

and demand, (c) Conditions in fall 1979 as compared.

to those in fall 1978, and (d) the subject areas in
which shortages are most widespread. The respondents give,theirgeneralfmpre,ssion about these arcas
and forwarded recent-reports issued on this topic.
Reiponses were received from all 50 slates.
Their assessment of how the number of q ualifiebl-

teacher applicants compared to the. number of
teaching position vacancies in fall 1979 is as follows:

3 states Substantial shortage of applicants

A sinriniary-,orthe impressions_of stale d_ hectors

of tcaching education/certification about Ihe ade-

---:

quacy of the supply of prospectiVeteachers last year

issgiven in columns 7 and 8 of Table I. Also, the
number of regiOns' in -which the college placement
officers in .1980 estimate there is more than a "slight
shortage" of teacher applicants is shown in column 9
of Table 1. Rcsponsc options rangcd from "considcrableshortagc".to "considerable surplus"on a fivepoint scale. These opinions provide a useful

-

(Alaska, Gcilrgia, South, Dakota)'
6 staes.-- Some_shortage of applicants :,
(Indiana, Missouri, New:Jersey,
North Dakota, South Carolina,
\
Wyoming)

I state

Sufficient applicahts to fill posidon's (Virginia) .

.

,

.

.

)

I

-

37 states Shortage of applicants in
some subject arcasand an .
exCessjnothetr" '

'IP

-,,

_

.
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enrollment was reported by four states to have contributed to either a moderate extent (three states) or
great extent to this increase. One state reported that
reduction in class size contributed to a great extent
to the increase in demand for teachers in 1979.
The number of states in which school districts
Are reported to have faced great difficult) in filling
teaching positions in fall 1979 and in which school
districts had to employ persons with substandard
qualifications are summarized by assignment area

Some excess of applicants (Maine)
1 state
2 states Substantial excess of applicants
(Massachusetts, Rhode Island).

The situation regarding qualified teacher applicants in fall 1979 compared with that in fall 1978 was
reported by four states as a more adequate supply in

fall 1979 (Alabama, Illinois, Rhode Island, South
Dakota), by 26 states as supply-demand conditions
about the same both years, by 18 states as.a lesi

in Table I (columns 7 and 8). Respondents were
given two other options for reporting the degree of
difficulty faced by their school systems in filling
positions: little or no difficulty and some dculty.

adequate supply in jell 1979, and by two states
(Georgia, Wyoming) as a much less adequate suppi;
in fall 1979. None reported a much more adequate
supply in 1979.
.
In 1979 the supply of teachers was smaller than

The state department of education respondents
reported supply-demand conditions as follows for

that in 1978 in 36 states. In response to a query

three specialized assignment areas in 1979:

about what conditions had an unusual influence on
decreasing the supply of qualified teachers that year,
the following conditions. were named as contributing to a lower supply in 1979.

Number of states reporting that
school systems generally
Had some

Number of states (36) reportkg condition contributed .
Condition contributing to a
smatter supply in 1979

Toa
- small
'extent

Toa

Toa

moderate
extent

great
extent

.

6

14

14

7

13

13

Location of vacancies not

attractive ..

,,

Fewer'QUALIFIED persons
completing preparation

2

20

12

7

13

8

6

14

7

9

12

12

9

,

Salaries and benefits notattractive to experienced
teachers

-

.Workingconditions less antic
live in teaching
Fewer former teachers" applying to teenier active employmcnt

Fewer teachers moving.kto
slat!:

,

qualifications

positions

Remedial reading, speech

correction. etc, .............

4

0-

-27

'

21

g

11

S

'. 9

.6

..

Cducationally.disadvan.
caged stu dents .. ......

;

Fewer persons completing
preparation

Salaries and benefits not attrac
live to beginning teachers

positions

Type of assignment

Students requiring bilingual,
instruction

Better opportunities in other
,types of employment

Had to employ

Had great

difficulty --difficulty- -- --persons nith
in filling
substandard
in filling

/.....

14

,
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Retrospect and Prospect

Reports of local or regional shortages of qualified beginning teacher applicants accompanied, by
predictions of severe teacher shortages in the mid1980's may be evalUated through a review of supplydemand estimates and projections. Table 4 presents
recent and .piojected teacher supply and demand
and statistics on .the placement of gfadhites who

,fiave completed preparation to enter teaching in
.12

r;

.
each of the past 13 years.
The number -ilf students graduating with min-

II
7

0

imum qualiffeatiord'Aireniry into public school
teaching_revised froiii estimates, reported in previous

NEA Research Memos appears in column 2. The
.

The demand for teachers was reported to be
greater in 1979 than in 1978 by 22 states. Added
curricular offerings and programs was reported by

number-of graduates shown for 1981-82 and subsequent years is 15.7 percent of NCES projections of
those receiving the bachelor's and first profesiional

nine slates tohave contributed to either a moderate
extent (four states) or a great extent to this increase.

degrees.

Larger numbers of teachers not returning to their
positions was also reported by nine states to have
contributed to either a moderate extent (four states)
or a great, extent to this increase. Increased school

i

,

-

The percents of these graduates completing min-

imum certification requirements for entering teaching have decreased from 34.1 pet-66dt in 1972 to 15.7
percent in 1980. This reduction follows the decrease

in the proportion of college freshmen reporting a

14

,
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career objective of teaching. which was 22.0 percent
in fall 1968 and 6.5 percent in fall 1975. After rising
to 8.0 percent in fall 1976 the percents of freshmen
planning for a teaching career decreased to 6.9 per-

Leacher-demand estimates are based on the increase
or decrease in the total number of teaching positions

plus a net turnover rate ("teachers leaving" minus
"teachers returning after at least one year away") of
5.5 percent for the years preceding and including
1971-72 and 4.4 percent for years since 1971-72.

cent in 1977, continued to drop to 6.2 percent in
1918; rose slightly to 6.4 percent in 1979, and were
6.0 percent in 1980, and the total number of college
freshmen did not decrease between 1975 and 1979
but may have decreased slightly in 1980. Therefore,

The increase of 23,000 teachers in fall 1977 may
be an error because it is preceded and followed by
annual decreases of 10,000 teachers. For each year
sin...e 1976 the demand for beginning teachers has
primarily result.-.4 from the replacement of teachers
leaving active Lnployment. To obtain the demand
estimate between 1976 and 1983, the numbers estimated by the net loss of 4.4 percent of the teachers
employed the preceding year have been reduced

the annual numbers could be somewhat Iowa
(1.000 graduates) than those projected for 1981.84 if
there is no change between the freshman year and
the senior year in the percent of students preparing

to teach. However, just as students moved out of
teacher preparation programs in the early 1970's to
avoid being caught in the teacher surplus, it is very
likely that many would change their career objective
to teaching if they are made aware of improvements
in the job markets for _beginning teachers. At least
some of the approximately one-tenth of freshmen
reporting indecision about a career objective, along
with some of the one-tenth of freshmen 'reporting
that chances are 'very good that they will change

further by the decrease in the total number
employed for the given__year. The upswing in ___
demand for ueginning teachers in 1983 reflects a
much less severe annual reduction in the total
number of teaciters employed. Jobs for beginning

teachers to fill adder: positions are projected to
occur annually for several years beginning in 198485.

their career objective May be expected to enter

observed in 1967). This proVides an estimate_2(the
growth in the number of graduates wOo.wOuld electto enter teaching if attractive jobs werereadily Avail-

The percents listed in column 6 show the. trend
from near balance in supply and demand for beginning teachers in the late. 1960's to an annual oversupply during the 1970's and early 1980's, despite
the severe reductions during the middle 1970's in the
annual numbers graduating with qualifications for
.
entry into teaching. .
Placement success in teaching jobs (column 7)
reflectthe rise in the supply-demand ratio, with the
percents entering teaching jobs remaining far below
the late 1960's level throughout the 1970's. The rise

able. The number of 1980 'graduates prepared to
teach. is less than half the number who .would be

in the percents employed as tepchers in. the late
1970's may reflect increasing proportions of stu-

graduating if the- 1967_,proportion of all bachelor's
and first profession- 4i degree graduates were prepared to teach.:

dents prepared for assignment areas in lowest

teacher preparation if they become aware of attractive employment opportunities opening up in this

field..

,

Listed in column 3 are the numbers of graduates

that would be "bserved if those prepared to teach
continued to be 37.2, percent of all bachelor's and;
firSt professional degree, .graduates (the meant

-

The estimated number applying for teaching
jobs (column 4) in years before 1972-73 is 75.0 per-

cent and since then has been 77.0 percent of the
graduates prepared to teachthe same pniportion
used to estimate the present supply in Tables 1 and
3.

supply as well as increasing proportions of those
prepared to teach who actively seek employment.
The percents of graduates seeking leaching jobs
on November 1 following graduation were above 7
percent each year between 1972 and 1978 (column
8), which is three or four_times as high as reported
immediately before 1970-71. The numbers entering
-gainful employment outside teaching have.. been 9

The annual estimated. demand for beginning
_
teachers .(col-Umn 5) illustrates the trend in the

percent or higher since 1.973-74 (column 9), which is
more than twice As high as reported before 1970. In

annual numbers of job's open over the entire period.
The numbers shown for 1980 are the same as those

the institutions reporting follow-up data, the percent of teaches education graduates for whom the
institution had no information (column JO) has

listed in Tables I and 3. The numbers listed for

-

preceding years,howeVer, vary from published fig -.
ures because of gradual reductions in teachers' job-

increases] from 15 percent in the late 1960's to more
than 20percent each year in the 1970's. The extcnt to

separation rates in the early 1970's and the use of
final NCES figures for total employment (Table 4)

which statistics in columns 7 to 10 represent all

instead of estimates -used in the annual reports. The
...

graduates, prepared to teach may be estimated from
column I I, which shows the percents of graduates

'
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prepared to teach for whom institutions reported
follow-up data.
The overall numbersexpected to complete preparation for public school teaching foreach of at least
the next two years are likely to be adequate for the
number of available teaching jobs. The projections
are tentative and beyond 1983-84 can be influenced
significantly by small changes in,percents of gradu-

ates prepared to teach, the graduates' interest in
seeking teaching positions, av4ability of previous

will hare enlarged opportunities for employment in
elementary school teaching.

In summary, the annual oversupplies of prospective beginning teachers are falling off, with sev-

eral assignment areas continuing to be very well
supplied and others experiencing widespread shortages. If present trends continue there is an increasing likelihood for severe teacher shortages fo r many
assignment areas in the mid and late 1980's.

years' graduates who were unable to obtain teaching

However, these shortages are not inevitable.

jobs immediately after graduation, numbers of
teachers separating from employment, progress
toward improved school programs and staffing,

Improvement in the attractiveness of teaching as a
career (higher salaries and better working conditions) can reverse the recent trends. This improvement will increase the proportion of graduates who
actually seek employment in teaching, allow teacher
preparation institutions and school systems to exercise greater selectivity among those seeking to pre-

attractiveness of teaching as a profession, willingness of school systems to employ former teachers,
the birth rate, and job market conditions for college
-graduates as a whole.

The upturn in numbers of jobs for beginning

pare for and enter teaching positions, improve

elementary school teachers in 1983 should improve
the employment outlook for present college freshmen and sophomores planning to teach at this level.

morale and reduce turnover among present teachers
(particularly among those having qualifications in
short supply outside of education), and increase the
proportion of capable_college students who pr-,are
to teach.

Also, present high school students should be
advised that when they graduate from college they

.....ti

._
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TABLE 1.-SUPPLY OF AND DEMAND FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY TYPE OF
ASSIGNMENT, FALL 1980
Numbei of states
reporting in 1969

Number of
Estimated
number
completing
preparation
to teach

Assignment area
1

ELEMENTARY TOTALS
Regular instruction
Special cduca:ion

Art
Business education

Distributive education
English language arts-(total)
Foreign languages (total) ...
-Home economics
Industrial arts
Mathematics
Music
Physical and health education-boys
Physical and health education -girls
Natural and physical sciences (total)
Social sciences (total).

Trade. industrial. vocational, technical
Other secondary subjects
Spetial education

as

Great

Supply
minus

percent

difficulty

of

in Ring

General env'
ployment of

in which placereport shortages
in 1980

9

nine 'regions

merit aced

supply

Estimated
demand

demand

demand

positions

persons with
substandard
qualifications

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

72.600
61.575

60.525
52.025
8.500

40.825
32.575
8.250

19.700
19.475
250

148.3
167.3
103.0

1

1

0

27

16

7

81,625
1.200
4.575
4,650
375
10.200
2.550
3.600

58.725
850

30.600

28:125
325
2.550

191.9
161.9

18

,

1775

1.975

3.150
7.275
9.450
8.325
5,175
10.200
1.350

2.250
5.200
6.750
5,950
3,700
7.300

150

100

6.625
154:225

11.025

SECONDARY TOTALS
Agriculture

Supply

Estimated

525
725
1.475

3,275.

.
6
0

451,7
225.4

1

0

7

3

1

157.1

'9

1

a

175

1.850
100

4.500
, 950

2.800
875

162.2

3

1

1

192.1

3

3

1

1.150
975
2.875

1.425
1.000

2
27
30
2

0

0
8
9

1.275
1.175

-625
3,175
5.475
4.775..

223.9
202.6
78.3
256.8
529.4
506.4

2.550
2.275

1.150
5.025

320.9

1.650
1,350

--675

5.100

4.950

150

119,250

71.425

47,825

3.325
275
7.300
1.825

.

2.575

975'

_

2.025

'

-1.250

145.1

59.1
: 7.4
103.0

.

,..,.,

12
15
1

-2b

0

0
0

0
06

18

12

8

1

0

0

5
a
20

a

1

12

a
32

a
7

:

TOTAL: Elementary. and Secondary

'Not included in survey.

215.2.

,

citations were for instruninal music but not for vocal music. Natural and physec al Awn(
number of citations were for the lollovvingspecific
subicts Biology (3). Chemistry (7), Eifth Science (4). Physics (8). and General Science (5). Speatal ethaanon -number of cliatiuns were tom the fullovving
specific areas Emotionally disturbed (6), Gifted (4). Learningdisabled (7), Mentally retarded 5). Multiple hand, .apped
Reading09, Speech and Ficapng
(5). and Other (3).
L
b Music

Definitions of Terms Used in This Study
Quality Criterion Estimate: The number of teachers needed to attain a minimum level of
,quality in public schools this year.
Adjusted Trend Criterion Estimate: The number of teaching positions that will be filled.
Beginning Teacher; A_ person entering active employment as a full-time teacher for the

.first time.
Reentering teacher; A person reentering active status who was not employed as a

full-time leacher during the preceding school year.
New Tiacher: A person entering or reentering active status who was not employed as a

full lime teacher during the preceding school year. (The demand for new teachers is the
sum...Of the derrland.for beginning and the demand for reentering teachers.)

1
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TABLE 2.-DEMAND FOR NEW TEACHERS BASED ON THE QUALITY CRITERION, 1980
`

Estimated demand for new washers
Elementary
Secondary
Total

Source of demand

1

2

Enrollment change and trends toward improved
staffing
.
Teacher turnover
Temporary replacement of teachers having
. .
substandard qualifications
Reduction in number of overcrowded classes ..
Enlarged numbers enrolled in special
education
,
. ,
Enlarged numbers enrolled in kindergarten
and nursery school
.
Reduction in number of misassigncd tea:hers
Enlargenient of school offerings

..

TOTAL

.

-6,000
70,850

3

4

-12,500

-18,500

59,150

130,000

4,800

3,850
160,050

143,650

8,650
303,700

48,000

10,000

58,000

30,075 5

30,000

10,250
51,100
31,000

249,125

534,125

4

10,250
21,025
1,000

309,025

,

4

,

W

.
TABLE 3.- SUPPLY OF AND DEMAND FOR PUBI:16 SCHOOLTEACHERS, FALL 1980
.,
.

F

Demand to achieic Minimum quality
(Quality CriterionEstimate)

I

minus

Supply as
percent of

*demand-

demand

Demand

danind

Supply as
percent of
demand

s

:6

7

8

334.7

Supply

.

Level and category
of personnel

Supply

2-

,

Elementary schools
Beginning teachers
Reentering teachers
Total new teochers

Demand
3

.

4

_

.224.475
0,
-224,475

58,725
40.300
99,025

249.125
40.300
289,425

1190.400

Total'Elementary and Secondary
Beginning tenchers
Reentering teachers .

H9,250

'534,125

120,700

TOTAL

239,950

120.700
654,825

Secondary schools
Beginning teachers
Reentering teachers

Total new teachers ....... :

.

I.

Supply
minus

.

285.000
.80,400,
365,400 .

140,925

.

..

-

:

.

60,525
80.400

Actual demand
(Adjusted Trend Criterion Estimate)

21.2
100.0
38.6

40.825
24,025
64.850

19,700
56.375
76.075

30,600
16.050
46,650

28,125
24,250

-190,400

23.6100.0
34.2

-414,875
'' 0
-414,875

22,3,
100.0'
36.6

40,075
111,500

148.3

217.3

..:

.

.:

0

7M25

191.9251.1
212.3

. 52,375

.

47,825
80.625
128,450

-

167.0'
301.2
215.2

.
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TABLE 4.-TRENDS IN TEACHER SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Previous year's
griduates prepared
to enter teaching
'On thousands)

Actual

Estimated
from 1967

Estimated numbers
of new graduates
(in thousands)

Applying

Receiving
for teach- teaching
proportion ing jobs
jobs

Percent of previous year's teacher education
graduates on November 1

Supply
as per- Employed Seeking Otherwise
cent of
as
a teach- gainfully.
demand

teachers

ing job

employed

6

7

8

9

10

11

15.514.8
16.8
18.8

83.8
79.2
81.0
88.0
82.0
81.2
77.3
84.7

Session
1

2

3

1967-68..
1968-69..
1969-70..
1970-71..

220
233
264
284

220
248
284
308

164
175
199
213

164
183
184
152

100.0

1971-72..
1972-73..
1973-74..
1974-75..

314
317
313

326
346
362
372

236
244
242

121

195.0
186.3

215

121

1975-76..

238
222
194

184

126

171

87

181

364
368
366
367

149
139

163
'159

372
378

126
123

1981 -82..'
1982-83..
1983-84..
1984-85..

160
163

380
385
382
377

25
24

198546..

156
156
152
152
152

1976 -77,.

1977-78..
1978-79..
1979-80..
1980-81..

279

4_

5

131

128

With followup informa-

Status
'unknown

and
projected

70.0
70.5
67.3
60.1

95.6
108.2
140.1

53.3
50.9
49:8
47.8

189.1
177.1

lion reported

0.9

4.2

1.6
2.5

3.8

4.6

5.8

7.6

22.5

9.4

6.4
9.7
9.5

9.1

10.3

24.0

10.1

25.3

21.4
21.1
22.7

86.4
67.3
69.3
72.7

20.4

72.0

10.1

4.3

119
87

146.0
196.6
125.2
159.8

45.7
47.4
49.4

10.6
11.7
9.1

50.1

7.6

11.0
11.8
11.6

67

188.1

1, 54.2

5.9

11.5

71*

1712,

67 70

185.1

20.6
23.1'

-

PrOjected

1986-87.,
1987 -88.:,
198849...
1989-90..

161

159

,

24

23

98

178.6
145.9
125.5

370
369

20

)10

109.1

20

''361

17

120
123
125

100.0
95.1

360
359

-

17,

85

93.6

'

17

Estimate based upon alower ceduetion.n total number of teachers than as projected by NCES, and upon a klikel act peftent ul teachers employed the peccdingyear t3.9
percent) as the turnover based componenwd demand for beginning teachers than is used for preceding and subsequent years.

